
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL BAYERN 

BUNDESLAND BAYERN / PROVINCE OF BAVARIA 

Why Bavaria does politics differently to the rest of Germany 

No other state has a party that advocates specifically for their own interests at the 
national level in the way the CSU advocates for Bavaria. 

For so long the Bavarian voter has enjoyed nothing more than Weif3wurst, Weizen and 
voting for the CSU, but things may be changing. 

If the 2018 election result was met with shock, recent polling in Bavaria for the 
upcoming elections have been met with full throated bellows of terror. 

uozapft isl" A man pours beer at Munich's Viktua/ienmarkt during Octoberfest, or 'Wiesn', as the locals 
call it. The most vivid symbols of German life and culture - for foreigners - often come from Bavaria. 

If recent Umfragen (polls) are to be believed, the CSU may well see their percentage of 
the vote fall below 30 percent. This would be a political earthquake, a sign that the CSU 
are no longer the party OF Bavaria, but rather just another party IN Bavaria. 

The worst case scenario for the CDU's Bavarian sisters would be to come in under the 
five Qercent threshold needed to enter parliament. To clear that hurdle nationwide, they 
generally need at least 31 or 32 percent of the Bavarian vote - depending on turnout 
which is looking less and less likely as time goes on. 

If they don't manage it this time, they can still make it by getting at least three of their 
candidates directly elected in the state (the other route to entering parliament if parties 
don't get the necessary five percent). That looks almost certain to happen. But getting in 

through the side door would undoubtedly send a chill down the necks of the CSU's 
grandees - and those in the CDU who rely on their support in parliament. 


